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1. Instrument panel 

Please read it carefully for better use.


1. Overall view of instrument panel

2. Buttons on instrument panel include Power       upward          downward

3. Panorama of instrument panel

4. Operations of instrument panel


Pressing       the power button           for seconds and the instrument panel will start working.

The data of the battery and speed is instantaneous and you can choose the data of TRIP and 
TOTAL.

The instrument panel will become dormant if there is no signal input for ca. 3 minutes.




If you want to change the contents of the instrument panel, you can press the power button   
quickly and you will find some words on it such as TIME, ODO, DIS, VOL. You can operate the 
button       and         to alter the speed of the scooter  (1 stands = slow, 2 = fast, 3 = faster etc.)


You can turn off power by pressing the power button        for a long time.




2. Parameter settings 
You can press the button      +       simultaneously to set the parameter of the instrument panel 
and then press the power button        , you will see some signals on the panel such as 
P0,P1,P2,P3,P4,P5 and then you can set the parameter.


P1 - display brightness

P2 - KM/H vs. MPH

P3 - DO NOT TOUCH!

P4 - Scooter will only be activated when already moving

P5 - After a short period the scooter will keep pace without holding speed button.


a) When P1 is displayed, you can set display brightness and press       or

b) When P5 is displayed, you can set KMH or MPH. When you choose 0 it means KMH and 

when you choose 1 it means MPH

c) When P3 is displayed, ?

d) When P4 is displayed, scooter motor will only be activated when already moving

e) When P5 is displayed, After a short period the scooter will keep pace without holding speed 

button.


Factory settings: P1(00), P2(01), P3(00), P4(00), P5(01).


4. Errors 


When the electric scooter has a failure, the instrument panel will show you the component failure.


There is brake failure       , motor failure        , turning failure         and controller failure



